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Abstract. Currently, many information and communication technologies have 
been used to support electronic government systems (e-gov) to become more ef-
fective and efficient. However, in the practical level, some specific issues are 
still needed to be handled, for example how to manage, handle and track elec-
tronic documents in the government institutions, which also can support fre-
quent business process modification. In this paper, we propose to integrate  
document tracking technology into e-government business process to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness of e-government application in Indonesia. We of-
fers three integrated generic models of a document tracking system. The models 
has been applied at a pilot project in an administration office and a city that is 
enthusiastic to apply a complete e-gov system. We expect that the solution ap-
proach can be applied in other local e-governments in Indonesia. Initial results 
show that the document tracking prototype application can enhance the produc-
tivity, clear and simplify the business process, and support process measure-
ment, such that it can be used to improve the quality of local e-government  
services.   

Keywords: Document Tracking, E-Government, Business Process, Information 
and Communication Technology.  

1 Introduction 

To accelerate and expand economic development in Indonesia, the Indonesian gov-
ernment has launched many research and development programs and used many tech-
nologies including Information and communication technologies (ICT) to achieve the 
goal, especially in bureaucratic reformation.  The Indonesian bureaucratic reforma-
tion should follow these principles, namely (1) to create effective bureaucracy that 
can organize people and support business sector requirements, (2) to create a strong 
and effective bureaucracy institution, by making clean administration, responsible 
legislation, and independent judicial institution, (3) to create a good governance ap-
plication commitment, and (4) to create feedback channel for the future planning [3]. 
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To support these bureaucratic reformation programs, a document tracking system 
is proposed to facilitate the government work process in different sectors and layers. 
Currently there are some challenges in processing documents in the governmental 
institutions, such as: 

(1) It is not easy to track the status of some documents/requests. Currently in the 
location of our case study, there is no document tracking system, thus docu-
ment finding and tracking is done manually. 

(2) Bottlenecks in the system are undetected. The work process is not measured 
properly, therefore the bottlenecks cannot be spotted and the process may 
take longer than expected. 

(3) Delayed requests cannot be resolved immediately. Unclear workflow [8], 
manual process and undocumented delegation cause the requests frequently 
postponed and cannot be resolved immediately. This is due the fact that there 
are unclear regulations and slow decision making process in the bureaucracy. 

In this paper, we propose to integrate document tracking technology into the e-
government business process. By using document tracking systems, it is expected that 
the e-government implementation can be achieved more efficiently and effectively. 
The document tracking system supports faster delivery of the documents and easier 
handling of documents. 

We have developed a prototype of document tracking system and use Payakumbuh 
city government as our pilot project of document tracking system implementation. 
Payakumbuh was chosen because the mayor is keen to have an E-Government  
implementation. 

The initial results show that the prototype can help the bureaucracy in finding and  
tracking the documents, thus it can enhance the productivity, clear and simplify the 
business process, and support process measurement, such that it can be used to im-
prove the quality of local e-government services.   

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related 
work. Section 3 identifies the research questions. Section 4 describes the solution 
approach. Finally, section 5 concludes and identifies the future work. 

2 Related Work 

This section discusses definition of information and communication technology and 
related works on e-government and document tracking. 

2.1 Information and Communication Technology 

Information and communication technology (ICT) is a big umbrella of terminology 
used for covering all technical devices to process and convey information. 

ICT includes two different aspects, namely information technology and communica-
tion technology. Information technology covers all about how to process information, 
the utility of information as a tool, and how to manipulate and manage information, 
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while communication technology involves all about how to use tools to process and 
transfer data from one device to others. That’s why we can’t separate those two  
concepts [4]. 

2.2 ICT Development Principles 

Development and implementation of ICT in the government are based on these  
principles [1]. 

a. Human Resources Quality Improvement Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should be able to 
strengthen and improve human resources quality, internally and externally. 

b. Synergy Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should be able to 
integrate all available information in the government effectively to support decision 
making process. The standardization of data and information between institutions is 
required to support this synergy principle. 

c. Utility Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should become more 
efficient, economical, and effective. The system should be able to deliver information 
faster, more accurate and on time so it can be used for decision making. 

d. Flexibility Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should be done in 
modular and incremental way to guarantee the flexibility of the systems to adapt inter-
nal and external changes. 

e. Security and Reliability Principle 
The reliability of information technology development and implementation should be 
guaranteed, such that it can be used anytime. The security and confidentiality of the 
data should follow the rules and regulations. 

f. Legality Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should obey the law, 
i.e. respect the intellectual property right, including copyrights and other rights that are 
protected by the laws. 

g. Equality of Access Rights Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology should guarantee and 
provide the equality of access rights to governmental information which is open to the 
public. This principle is intended to avoid digital gaps in certain regions or society. 

h. Open Systems, Open Source and Legal Software Principle 
The development and implementation of information technology is using open system 
standard, such that it can integrate different technologies efficiently. The government is 
expected to use open source application to increase efficiency, economic value to in-
vestment, and avoid absolute dependency to certain companies and support IGOS (In-
donesia, Go Open Source) movement. If the government uses proprietary applications, 
it should consider legality aspects [7]. 
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2.3 E-Government 

E-Government (electronic government, digital government, online government, or 
connected government) consists of the digital interactions between a government and 
citizens (G2C), government and businesses/Commerce (G2B), government and em-
ployees (G2E), and also between government and governments /agencies (G2G).  
Essentially, the e-Government delivery models can be briefly summed up as [2]  

(1) G2C (Government to Citizens) 
(2) G2B (Government to Businesses) 
(3) G2E (Government to Employees) 
(4) G2G (Government to Governments) 

This digital interaction consists of governance, information and communication tech-
nology (ICT), business process re-engineering (BPR), and e-citizen at all levels of 
government (city, state/province, national, and international) [9]. 

2.4 Document Tracking 

In products distribution and logistics, the product tracing and tracking should consider 
the process of tracking the location of certain item or property (including other infor-
mation), for example documents.  

Some researchers have been developing document tracking systems as follows. 

(1) Schick and Ruland [5] proposed  a new security services that provides reliable 
technologies for traitor tracing 

(2) Solic et al [6] proposed an RFID-based location tracking system as the next  
generation communication services in business processes for distributed offices 

3 Research Issues 

The research issues are defined as follows. 

(1) How to integrate document tracking system into the e-government business 
process, including the governmental organization, its environmental interaction, 
the workflow and rules. 

(2) How to model the document tracking system and implement it.  

4 Proposed Solution 

This section presents answer to the research issues mentioned in Section 3. We design 
the document tracking system first and then implement the prototype of it. 

4.1 Document Tracking System Modeling  

We found that there are at least two categories of document that should be tracked in 
a organization.  
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(1) A document approval tracking: A document that is sent by a user to an or-
ganization and this document need to get back to this user after a specific 
process is performed.  

(2) A letter or document delivery: An incoming letter or document need to be 
enrouted to the right person or unit. The letter or document may be  
originated from internal or external sources.  

A document approval tracking is needed when somebody requests an approval from 
a department body. A person can submit an application document for approval, and a 
department or unit should examine this document finally give an approval or disap-
proval. While waiting for the approval process, this person should be able to track his 
application. This model gives the benefits that the applicant can always check the 
progress of his/her online application. In addition to that, at the same time people from 
the department could be encouraged to process the application faster. 

An incoming documents or letters are sorted, and sent to the person in charge to 
handle the documents. The incoming documents sometimes are in the form of a mail 
letter. The documents sometimes are routed from high level of management hierarchy 
to lower level. We classify the routing process into two types: 

(1) A document or letter that needs a response from a destination unit back to 
the origin unit or other specific unit 

(2) A document or letter that does not need a response.  

In both cases, the origin unit usually needs to know that the letter or document is 
actually reached its destination.  The system need to show that the document or letter 
is actually received. The sender of the documents or letters may come from external 
parties or from internal unit. The sender unit may need to be able to track down the 
documents.  

Therefore each document should be marked with a unique identification. By using 
this identification, we can always trace the location of documents. A visualization of 
this tracking is preferred method to help trace these documents. A notification system 
can also be used to inform the source if needed. 

A visual interaction is a benefit, and we propose that it is a must to have a visual 
interaction for both parties. A screen can display the units involved and also the cur-
rent location of the documents.  

A user who submits a document can visually track the document through his 
browser, or by accessing company’s special application. The management of an or-
ganization can make sure that each documents or letters are being taken care of by a 
unit.  

Fig 1. and Fig. 2 show an interaction’s model between the document tracking sys-
tem and its environment. The sources of documents can be from different units (unit 
1, unit 2, unit 3, and so on). This model is designed to be generic so that both types of 
documents uses the same model. Basically the system interacts with units and also the 
person who is actually part of a unit. The users of the systems are actually can be just 
a person for Document Approval Tracking or may also be more than one unit for 
Document/Letter Delivery System. 
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Fig. 1. Context Diagram of The Document Tracking System for Approval Tracking  

Fig. 2. Context Diagram of The Document Tracking System for Delivery of Documents or 
Letters 

4.2 Database Requirement Model 

The documents need to be recorded in a good database structure. The record needs 
two kinds of media data, namely as a binary image and as metadata of the document. 
As a binary image, the scan image of the actual documents (or letters) will be  
provided. A high speed scanner may need to be presented to scan such documents. 
The metadata of the document is needed for unique identification and also storing 
other important information (the incoming date, the sender information, and the  
receiver information or also the current unit). 
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The model should also include information of the unit position in the organization 
structure. The unit position is important for enrouting a letter to the right unit. For 
example if a document is addressed to the organization, the document may have to be 
enroute the high level of management first, before it is handed into lower level unit 
that is responsible to handle such document (or letter). 

The model should be flexible enough to be used in different kind of organizations. 
The model should help the application developer to define the unit structures. The 
unit structures can be modified by just recording the new data, without changing the 
structure of the database. Fig 3. shows of this database model.  

The document is associated to a unit. A unit is also associated to other units. The 
other units can be a parent unit or the same level unit, or a children unit.  A parent 
unit has higher hierarchical structure, and the child is a lower unit. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Database Model 

For this document tracking model, we propose a simple and generic model that is 
flexible to be used in different environment. However a further exploration still be 
needed to enhance this model. 

4.3 Implementation Model 

The system can be implemented in three platforms (Fig 4) 

(1) Desktop based platform 
(2) Web application (this application can be accessed by using an internet 

browser) 
(3) Mobile application (this application can be accessed in certain platform, like 

Android, IOS, Blackberry or Windows-Phone) 
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Fig. 4. Implementation Model Diagram 

 

Fig. 5. Document Status Tracking Page 

Currently, the prototype of the system is already implemented as a web based ap-
plication and has been introduced and partially tested in Payakumbuh. 

Figure 5 shows a one page example of document status tracking screen. After log-
ging into the document tracking system, a user (e.g. a government officer) can check 
related documents assigned to this user. They can check and review the name, de-
scription, time created, creator, status, and notes of the documents. They can also 
check the detail of the document. Checking into the document’s detail produces the 
status of the documents which can be changed during the document processing  
(e.g., the document has been approved or rejected).  
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5 Summary and Future Work 

Information and communication technologies are very useful to solve problems in 
many organizations, including in the governmental organization, such as Payakumbuh 
City Government. By using and integrating the document tracking technologies, 
makes the bureaucracy process more effective and efficient. However, current imple-
mentation model hasn’t covered all possible cases of document tracking in complex 
institution like Payakumbuh City Government. We need to prepare for further explo-
ration and survey after the first introduction and test of the prototype in the city  
government. 

In this paper we have presented three models for supporting the document tracking 
system. The first model presents an interaction between the document tracking system 
and its environment. The second model offers a generic database requirement model. 
The last model presents how the implementation should be accomplished. An imple-
mentation of a document tracking system employs this generic model into its design. 

Some non-technical issues in the implementation of the software system were found 
during our initial survey. The issues were related to the lack of ICT awareness from the 
local office people who run the department. Many of them knows how to run computer 
for a standard office need, however to run a customized software system needs a special 
skill. We recognized that running a system requires qualified users too, thus we expect 
that training is needed to have a successful implementation of the system.  

We also need to invent new indicators to help demonstrate that the business 
process of an organization is actually improved after applying new tracking system. 
Thus another works should include defining indicators to help measuring this process. 
The indicators can be executed first before applying the new system to get an existing 
process baseline. A second execution should be performed to help evaluating the im-
provement from the first. 

Other future works should include assessment of local governmental rules. Each 
local government may have slightly different rules on the handling of documents or 
letters. The model may have to be updated to adopt new rules; however at this stage 
we believe that the adoption of the model to some specific requirements should not be 
a difficult task.  
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